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Types of Pollution



Noise Pollution



What sounds can you imagine in this image?



How does noise impact humans?



Sorting noises activity

1. Write down eight noises, including really quiet and really loud

2. Number your paper from 1-8

3. Sort the noises you wrote down from quietest to loudest

4. What decibels do you think each of the sounds is?



How human ears work



How do you think these ears work?



Sound reaches our ears through invisible waves.

Decibels are used to measure how loud a noise is

Frequency is how quickly the wave moves.



Auditory Ranges

Human: 64 - 23,000 Hz

Elephant: 16 - 12,000 Hz

Snake: 50 - 1,000 Hz

Bat: 2,000 - 110,000 Hz



Noise pollution impacts - individual level



Noise pollution impacts - broad level 





How could we minimize noise pollution impacts on animals?

1. Think about the animal you previously chose (or a different one)
2. How might it be impacted by noise pollution?
3. Write down two strategies to minimize the noise pollution impact



Light Pollution



How does light impact people?

● Fatigue

● Sleep deprivation

● Stress 

● Anxiety



How do humans see?



What differences do you notice?





Why is light important in an animal’s life?

● Nourishment

● Sleep

● Protection from predators

● Hunting prey



Light pollution impacts on animals



How could we minimize light pollution impacts on animals?

1. Think about the animal you previously chose (or a different one)

2. How might it be impacted by noise pollution?

3. Write down two strategies to minimize the light pollution impact



Current conservation strategy



Zine Activity

1. Choose an animal, 
2. Choose a type of pollution, 
3. Choose a conservation strategy

Ideas to include

● Cover page

● Introduce the animal

● Introduce the problem

● Conservation effort to fix it

● Introduce how animal is helped


